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Light in the Darkness
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Light. Brother’s Point. Skye
Oil 15 x 15cm

16
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Brother’s Point. Skye
Oil 30 x 30cm

Rory’s rich and vibrant
landscapes have gained
international as well as
national recognition. His
work resides in public and
private collections both
here in the UK and abroad.
A graduate of the Chelsea School of Art,
Rory seeks to reflect the beauty of the
created world through his work. Whether
focusing on cityscapes, mountains or the
coast, his work never ceases to engage
the viewer. Rory says of his work, ‘It is my
intention within each work to capture a
sense of time and place. I would hope to
present the viewer with a distilled image that
would elicit a response of “I’ve been there!”
My work often alludes to a spiritual as well
as a physical presence.’
Rory has been the recipient of many
prestigious awards over the years and he is
a regular contributor to the Royal Academy
Summer Exhibition.
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Red sky. St Paul’s
Mixed media 20 x 20cm

Curtains of leaves in the bluebell wood
Oil 90 x 90cm

A10

Light over St Paul’s
Mixed media 20 x 20cm

Light on the shoreline
Oil 60 x 60cm

Light on Parliament
Mixed media 20 x 20cm

Sunrise. Shard
Mixed media 20 x 20cm

M1

Footprints and red clouds. Sanna Bay.
Ardnamurchan
Oil 20 x 20cm

BP Petrol Station

➞

Harpenden Town Centre
M1 J9
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A1081 from St Albans
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For further information, contact Rory Browne at
merjbrowne@gmail.com 07812 596690
View Rory’s work at www.rorybrowne.co.uk
Follow Rory on instagram

Designed by Jonathan Edwards 07501 146559
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Rory J Browne
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You are warmly invited to
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Light and shadows. Snow
Oil 20 x 20 and 120 x 120cm
3
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Light in the
Darkness

An exhibition of paintings
by Rory J Browne
Saturday 6 November 2021, 1–4pm
Sunday 7 November 2021, 2–4pm

Light. Glen Coe
Oil 15 x 15cm

The Chapel, Highfield Oval, Harpenden,
Hertfordshire, AL5 4BX
Light. Sanna Bay.
Ardnamurchan
Oil 20 x 20cm
4

Kelly Hall Tarn
Mixed media on paper
27 x 21cm

The exhibition will also be open on:
Monday 8 November, 6–8pm
Tuesday 9 November, 6–8pm
Wednesday 10 November, 6–8pm
Thursday 11 November, 6–8pm
Friday 12 November, 6–8pm
On Saturday and Sunday, Steve Warner, singer,
songwriter and folk singer, will be performing.
Collection of purchased works:
Saturday 13 November, 12–2pm
There will be over 100 paintings in the exhibition, a few of
which are illustrated in this catalogue. Work may be purchased
on receipt of this invitation. For a price list, please email:
merjbrowne@gmail.com or contact Rory on 07812 596690.

1 Front cover
Ardnamurchan. ‘Light in the
darkness’. John 1; v 4–5
122 x 122cm

Sizes given are approximate dimensions of unframed images.
The numbers next to the pictures correspond to
the exhibition listing.
Wine and refreshments will be provided. Children are welcome.

8

Great and Green Gable
Oil 20 x 20cm

9

Light and clouds. Otter Haven. Skye
Oil 20 x 20cm
Light in the darkness. Brother’s Point. Skye
Oil 122 x 122cm

From the artist
Globally and individually we have been through the most challenging of times over
the past two years. Many people have suffered greatly and there have been times of
considerable ‘darkness’. These verses at the beginning of John’s Gospel (opposite) talk
about the darkness ‘not’ overcoming the light which is the Light of all mankind. We have
seen innumerable instances where this has been true, whether through the altruism of
care and health workers or of individuals recovering from COVID-19 against the odds.
I find such instances inspirational. Light is the source of all life, and as we emerge from
the pandemic, our need for this Light is perhaps more apparent than ever before.
As an artist I have been inspired by light coming through clouds or shining on water.
Family trips to Scotland over the last two years have been a catalyst for this exploration.
I have tried to convey a sense of light emerging and triumphing over surrounding
darkness and acting as a focal point. I hope, as you view this catalogue and the 100 or
so paintings in the exhibition, you will feel uplifted by the light.

Light behind the chestnut tree
Oil 60 x 60cm

Spring lane
Oil 91 x 91cm

In him was life, and that light was the light of
all mankind. The light shines in the darkness,
and the darkness has not overcome it.
John 1:4–5

